=ceforul=1984==20==Host SCI_Andzi says:
=Star Trek: Apache - Episode #5
Week # 6
Mission: "Into the Lion's Den"
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=After a report from Cardassia, Gul Malacha had ruled that =the young Cardassian girl was not a Cardassian citizen, according to =Cardassian Law. Until further ruling by Starfleet Command, Sonja Devore will remain in =the charge of the USS Apache.
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=Also reported, the explosion at Science Station Brekate has =caused several fissures to open up on the planetoid. These fissures are=20revealing an abundance of Dilithium. A small Away Team, led by Commander =Valrek, is investigating this, with the permission of the Cardassians.
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=Meanwhile, the Apache has been called away to respond to an =emergency at the Federation Science Station orbiting Cyk V. Reports of =the Apache's response are being anticipated.
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week 6 >>>>>>>>>>
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::at OPS working on Power distribution::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::at Flight Control, monitoring course and speed to Cyk V::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::at science console, on the bridge::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::in her quarters::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: at the main console control of the shuttle :: CSO: How's the =commander?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::walks onto the bridge:: All: Status report
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  All systems normal; no communiqué from the AT...
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::in her office conferring with Ensign Jamison::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=::Walks around sickbay::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: He’s stable , but he’s going to need some medical =attention.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::preparing weapons and other provisions with the other two security =officers::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: heading to sickbay to confer with the MO about Cyk V::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@CSO: Do you have any medical background, because I sure don't!
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::finishes his meal:: Jax: Thanks for the grub.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO: Captain, we are en route to Cyk V at maximum warp. We are at =stations and the ship is steady as she goes.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::considers going to the holodeck::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: Nope
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=Jamison: Ensign, why don't you go to the Doctor's quarters and pick up =Sonja?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Rakhmatullin> ::enters Bridge and walks up to OPS::  OPS:  Sir, here is =the 'on site' read-out on Holodeck 2...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::walks to the bridge::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=Rakhmatullin:  Thank you, anything interesting?
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
=:: in engineering preparing all systems for any possible hostile actions =before he reports to the bridge ::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=CO: Sciences standing by, captain.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS/FCO: Understood.  ::nods... turns to the SO::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Rakhmatullin> OPS:  No, sir, everything seems to be working normal...
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison> CNS:  Okay, Counselor.  ::walks out of the office and toward =the Dr's quarters::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO: ETA 20 minutes, Sir.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::enters the bridge::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SO: Are sensors reading anything from Cyk V?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: What’s the ETA to Brekate.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: Thank you commander
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
@ =<Wesson> CSO/CEO: I was trained as a field medic. I could stay with =Valrek...
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: Arrives at sickbay:: MO: Hello Doctor, I'm Ensign Cal MacKenzie ships =occasional Ambassador :: smiling::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::walks to his console::
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=<Gul_Malacha> COM: Apache: Apache, this is Reklar ... we =have been called away by Cardassian Central Command on an urgent mission.  Please feel free to investigate =that explosion at Brekate on your own.   We will return as soon as =possible.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@<Wesson>: all right
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::scans for hostiles::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=~~~~CO: T'H'yla, we must speak further about the Sonja.~~~~
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: plots a course through the asteroids hurtling towards the shuttle :: =CSO: Well, with him out, and this being a Scientific mission, you're in =charge.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::checks sensors::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: looks around sickbay for the CMO::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: It's good to finally meet you, have you enjoyed your time on the =ship?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@All: We're coming up on Brekate now.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@<Wesson> ::gets a medkit and medical tricorder and stays with the XO::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Sir, the Reklar just sent a communication...they have been called =away by Cardassian Central Command and they say we should feel free to =investigate Brekate..
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Acknowledge their message and contact the away team =that they are on their own.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: yes, but I will be open to suggestions Lt.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison>::walks up to Dr's quarters and rings chime.::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: I can honestly say there hasn't been a dull moment :: smiling ::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::reads a book on her PADD::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: If you’re looking for Doctor Quest she is not here.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Door: Come in
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: smiles evilly and giggles :: CSO: Why thank you sir. :: tries not to =be mocking even though his words are to the contrary ::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=::Smiles back::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: Advise the Apache of the Commanders situation.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: Actually I was hoping you could help me
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=~~~~FCO: We will T'H'yla, as soon as this emergency is =over~~~~
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: Sorry I could resist.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: Yes?
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison>  Sonja: Hi Sonja, I'm Kaylee Jamison.  How are you this =morning?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO: Yes sir.  COMM:  Reklar:  Understood, Reklar, thank you for allowing =us entry...  COMM:  AT:  The Reklar has moved away and is on another =mission; so you will be on your own for today....
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: Fine, thank you
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::hears the CEO's and CSO's chatter and shakes her head::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@CSO: Acknowledged.  COM: USS Apache: USS Apache, this is the Away team =reporting in, do you read us?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: I have found some  information about the planet Cyk V and it's =people. I have to present a report to the CO and could use your =assistance .
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@CSO: It's all right, they probably won't be able to hear us.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=~~~~CO: Indeed. I will speak with Doctor Quest at the first =opportunity.~~~~
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@CSO: Too much interference and all.  SEC: How are we doing back there?
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
=:: notes that engineering is as ready as it is going to get and heads =for the nearest TL to the Bridge ::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: How can I help?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=~~~~FCO: We have other matters to discuss as well.~~~~ =::smiles to herself::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison>  Sonja:  Are you sure?
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=ACTION: The shuttle encounters some heavy turbulence as it =closes on the remains of Brekate, and the Science Station that was once =on its surface.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: Yes ::looks dully at her::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: That's true. take us in.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::begins diagnostic on power relays linked to Holodeck 2::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=~~~~CO: Indeed, my wife.~~~~ ::grins widely::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: The information I have so far is that Cyk V is a subterranean =culture, which only comes to the surface to harvest food from their =farms.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::waits for further reports from Science::*EO*: What is the =status of your department, Lt Edgemoor?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: taps calmly but swiftly over the controls attempting to compensate =for the turbulence bringing the shuttle in on a rough trip through the =Debris ::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@CSO: And in we go.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison> Sonja:  What would you like to do today?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=CO: Captain, sensors are picking heavy disturbances in the atmosphere, =including a hole in the ozone ... that were not there previously.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: I was thinking of going to the holodeck
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: increasing power to inertial dampeners to stabilize
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::shakes head as he again finds no easy diagnosable problem::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::listens in on the Science reports in case he is called upon::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@CSO: Just keep an open flight path and we'll be fine.=20
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
=*CO*: All systems running smoothly, we're as ready as we're going to get =I'm heading to the bridge now, Ma'am.
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=ACTION: Apache comes out of warp and closes on Cyk V.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: acknowledged
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods:: SO: Get your department to work on a means of =reversing or stopping the damage.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison>Sonja:  Would you like some company?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*EO* Excellent, Lt.=20
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO : We have reduced speed to impulse and are entering standard orbit, =Sir.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: All right
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=CO: Aye, aye, captain.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: gets rocked around in his chair as he increases speed and pitch ::=20
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=%COM: Apache: This is Lieutenant Andzi, of the Federation =Science Station at Cyk V.  Welcome, Apache.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO:: that was close
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: The information I have so far is that Cyk V is a subterranean =culture, which only comes to the surface to harvest food from their =farms.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: Mackenzie?
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison>  Sonja:  Let's go then.  ::starts to walk toward the door::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  We have a greeting from the Cyk V Station, sir...
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@CSO: It still is, we're not through it all yet.  What are sensors =telling you?
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
=:: the turbolift doors swish open revealing the bridge, exit's the TL =and transfers engineering control to the bridge ::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::sighs and goes with her::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::begins analyzing what could have caused the damage in the atmosphere::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=COM: Station: Greetings Lt. Andzi, I am Captain =Tyler-Turnbull of the USS Apache, we are here to assist you in your =investigations. =20
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: the turbulence should lessen were almost to the surface. :: points =:: Their's a spot.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::sends CO's message::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::goes to the holodeck with Sonja::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@CSO: Are you sure landing this thing is wise? SEC: What do you think =Chief?
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::daydreams as she walks::
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=%COM: Apache: Understood, Captain ... we are uploading the =data we have collected to date.  Further, I have a team on the surface =examining the effects on the local populace.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: If the shockwave has indeed caused a hole in their ozone layer, I am =concerned about the elevated UV radiation. It could have dramatic effects on both their health and survival into to damage to the vegetation =and wildlife.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: Any programs that you would like to do?
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison> ::arrives at holodeck with Sonja::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  They have sent us their current data and currently have a team =investigating the surface, sir.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: Yes?  ::nods head in agreement::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=COM: Station: Understood, Lt.  Our science team will review =the data and send a team to assist on the surface.
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=%::begins the uplink from the small Science Station to =Apache::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison> Sonja:  I don't really have time for the holodeck usually.  =What do you like?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: we can’t leave the shuttle and transport down. We have to =land.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO : Sir, we have achieved Standard Orbit. Flight is secure.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::relays CO's message to Cyk V station::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: I heard that that on Earth they had something called a beach. I =would like to see what that's like.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@CSO: You're the boss, and I'm not a very good pilot, so I suggest you =hang on :: smiles wryly as his pitch goes into a free fall and speed =increases ::
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=%COM: Apache: No, Captain, I'm afraid I can’=20t allow any of your people on the surface ... Cyk V is a pre-warp =civilization that we are here to study.  Sending your people down, =unprepared, could jeopardize the work we have done so far.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: Commander, work with Mr. Yeung.  Also contact sickbay =and have a medical team assembled to assist on the surface.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: I’ve scanned the area and it appears to be stable :: Grabs =the console :: OH BOY
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison>  Sonja:  Okay, one beach coming right up.  ::programs Malibu =beach into the Holodeck::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=COM: Station: Understood, Mr. Andzi.  We will work on the =information from here.  Please continue to relay any new information.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO : Aye, sir... ::Rises and joins SO at SCI::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::smiles as she walks in, dressed in a bathing suit::
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=@ACTION: The shuttle goes speeding towards the landing area =chosen by Lieutenant Toros.  He tries to=20break at the last second, but misjudges the distance and the shuttle =slams into a piece of rock jutting from the asteroid.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison>  Sonja:  Ready?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: You heard that last message, we will not be sending a =team down.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: If we go down to a holodeck we could recreate the surface of the =planet and speed up time
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=%COM: Apache: Your team is welcome to come to the station =however, and examine our data directly.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=CO: Captain, with the additional data, it will certainly speed up our =analysis.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO : Indeed, Sir. SO: So. What do we know about the atmospheric =disruptions?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: slams into the forward console and gets a little winded :: All: =Ooooof!
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::falls out of his chair:: @CEO: I said over there  ::laughs::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: Ok if you are
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::scans for raiders::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SO: Excellent Mr. Yeung.  Get your teams on it immediately.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: chuckles a little bit as he coughs :: CSO: I guess this planet is =full of Surprises.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::runs out into the water::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=CO: Well, from what I can tell, it seems that the shockwave from the =Brekate station caused a large displacement of the atmospheric gases.
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=@ACTION: The occupants of the shuttle are tossed about =roughly as the shuttle skips across the remaining surface of Brekate =only to slam through the remains of the Science Station.  It comes to rest on the edge of a steep cliff.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison>  Sonja:  Okay  ::watches as Sonja plays in the water::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=CO: That would account for the atmospheric disturbances, as well as the =hole in the ozone.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=COM: Station: Understood, Thank you Lt. We will keep you =informed.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: Would you like to join me?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: sits back into his chair and activates the planet thrusters ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@::looks out the window:: @CEO: cutting it a bit close aren’t =you?
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=@ACTION: And as the CEO makes his statement about ="surprises", a panel falls on his head.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::floats::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: I'm not sure we have the time?  Cyk V has been under observation by =a Federation Science station for some time, but there has been no =contact .
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: gets hit in the head and screeches his pain :: Ow!
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : Ok, and what is the character of the atmosphere? Is it like Rigel =IV and does it regenerate, or like Sol III and take centuries to repair =itself?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: are you ok?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: attempts to activate the impulse engines :: CSO: Fine, thanks.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison>  Sonja:  Sure!  Goes in water with Sonja, also wearing a =bathing suit::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@SEC: How’s the Commander?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::scans the planet::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::listens to the SO's report and the FCO's questions::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: Damage report?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::regains herself from the rough ride:: CSO: ::looks at the XO:: Still =unconscious....but he will recover
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@CSO: Surmising now.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::alters power flow through power relays::  Self:  Curses...that didn't =do it...we're still 3.2 GW down...
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: We can make the program from your knowledge and make the rest up.  =It may not be right but it will give us a greater awareness of what's =going on.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::laughs and does the backstroke::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::walks over to the science station to view the data::
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=@<Shuttle Computer> All: Warning ... atmosphere has been =compromised.  Warning ... Atmosphere has been compromised.  Warning ....
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=FCO: It's similar to Rigel IV, however, it is not exactly the same. It =could regenerate, but I will need to analyze further.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@AT: Ok we may be here for a while, make a list of supplies that we =have. and make it snappy.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison> ::swims alongside Sonja::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@All: Environmental suits! Everyone!
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: runs to the back section and gets himself an environmental suit and =throws one to everyone on board ::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::spots a cute guy, but turns away::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::makes for the enviromental suits locker and assists Sec Wesson in =getting the XO into a suit::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=FCO: The disruption in the atmosphere is not a common one.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@:: grabs suit and puts it on::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : Would this be easier from here or the Station?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::gets into an enviromental suit herself::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : No, I imagine it's not.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SO: IS there any way to analyze the amount of time it would =take for their atmosphere to regenerate?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: puts the EV Suit on :: CSO: We can't stay here. It's too dangerous.  =Grab as much equipment as you can, and get out as quickly.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: Have you ever been surfing? :: looks at the surfers::
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=@ACTION: The shuttle groans loudly and slips an additional =foot ... it begins to teeter precariously over the edge of the gorge. =Power on the shuttle fails and the group is in the dark as they scramble to get environmental suits on.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: A holodeck program may help, but I need to get this report to the CO =as quickly as possible.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: way ahead of you.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@CEO; What about the XO? Are we going to leave him here?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@SEC: We leave nobody.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::thinks for a moment:: CO: We can calculate the current rate of =regeneration and extrapolate and estimate.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison>  Sonja:  No sure haven't been surfing.  Have you?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@CEO; Good plan....
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: accesses the hatch controls and hits the shuttle hatch to open ::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: No, but I would like to try ::grabs a board::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@Smith & Wesson: Grab the commander and take him with us.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: It's the quickest way I can see, and I’ve been around a long =time ... longer than the CO and you put together.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO:  As they are a subterranean culture it is unlikely that mix with =many of their own. I would say it is more likely that they live in =somewhat closeted family groups.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO/SO: We don't have enough of a statistical sample. Perhaps the =station's data has more substance?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=FCO: As for the easiness, we can receive more data than on the surface, =but they will have a hands-on experience with the atmosphere.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison>  Sonja:  You need lessons before you can surf, Sonja!
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SO: That may be where we should start... also we need a =comparison to the rate of current deterioration.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@All: this hatch won't open! :: gets to the top and accesses the =interior override locks ::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::tries to override the controls to manually open the hatch::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: How nice for you :: smiles ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=*Withers*: Your needed at Tactical.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: Don't worry! I have the safety controls on ::grins::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: Hurry Toros
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=CO: I'll get right on it, captain.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: That would be expected. yes I agree
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : What is your recommendation, Ensign?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@CSO: I can't go any faster :: works at the over ride trying to open the =hatch ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=<Withers>*CTO*: Aye Sir, on my way.
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=@ACTION: Before anyone can get out of the shuttle, it slips =from the precipice and careens  down the side of the cliff bouncing =along as it goes.  Halfway down it slams into a outcropping and everyone is thrown against one side of the shuttle.  =It eventually strikes the bottom and smashes its nose in two feet.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: I can make a few tweaks to get an instructor in the =program......
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::gets frustrated and her Klingon half gets the better of her as she =lets off with a display of temper on the door::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison>  Sonja:  You can do that?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: gets thrown around the interior of the shuttle especially with no =IDF ::
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
=:: stops his work on monitoring power routing systems and wonders if the =CEO is having more fun then he is ::
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=@ACTION: With a loud WHOOSH the remaining atmosphere is =lost leaving the crew dazed and injured in their environmental suits.  Wesson and Smith both scream out from =broken bones but only briefly as the atmosphere is lost from their suits =as well, suffocating them.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: Well, no, but I bet you can
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::lands on the CSO::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::ponders for a moment:: CO/FCO: We can try to re-distribute the gasses =and fix the ozone hole with discharges of some kind...
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Sir, how often is the AT supposed to send communications?
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::looks pleadingly at Jamison::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=<Withers> ::enters the bridge and walks over to tactical::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@::catches SEC:: Ooooof
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=CO/FCO: However, we must find a way of, in a way, "cleaning out the =atmosphere."
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: looks around dazed with his feet in the air ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=Withers: Could you take over. Com me if you need anything.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : I like your thinking. We could try to configure the Sensor array =for the task, but we need more data.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@All: Is everyone all right?
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: shall we go
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: I think I am
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : What is the primary pollutant in the atmosphere now?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: although they have a nictitating membrane to protect their eyes, I =fear the elevated UV radiation could lead to something similar to flash =burns.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::gets up a little shaken but is glad for her strong heritage to be =able to withstand the crunch::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: Yes, lead the way :: smiles ::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@CEO: I am not injured
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=<Withers> CTO: All right.
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=@ACTION: Tactical Officer Smith and Tactical Officer Wesson =do not respond to the CEO.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::re-checks his console::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: There were to report their arrival at Brekate, then =every four hours.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Dr Karl: You have sickbay
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: gets up and looks around at the two dead TO's very sadly :: All: We =lost two men.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=FCO:  What was their ETA at Brekate?
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=::walks towards holodeck 1::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::goes to check the other two officers:: CEO: They are dead Sir
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@:tries to activate emergency beacon::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison>  ::grins at Sonja::  Sonja:  I can try.  Computer: One =lifeguard surfing instructor, please, with sandy blond hair.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: follows the MO out of sickbay, heading to the TL ::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=<Computer>: Acknowledged, loading.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: sighs sorrowfully :: All: This shuttle is no longer safe.  We must =get out.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SO/OPS: you work on configuring that sensor array.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@CEO: We must....but we can't......Sir.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=CO/FCO: There seems to be traces of dilithium particles in the =atmosphere. That could be causing the disruptions.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: if there is elevated UV their eye protectors might not work =efficiently
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::smiles:: Self: Yippee!
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: agreed,
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::walks off the bridge::
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=Sonja:  You like him?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=TL: Holodeck2.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=OPS : Yes, Ensign. They should be there by now.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: The people of Cyk V's bright red hair and vivid pale green round =eyes are quite startling, don't you think?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::nods at CO, then at OPS::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: He looks nice
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Yes sir...  all:  Should I send out a 'test message' to see if we =get a response?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SO: That would go along with the last reported findings =from Brekate.
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=Sonja:  Go ahead and go.  You need the fun.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::exits the TL and heads for the holodeck::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: yeah probably
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@SEC: How do you figure? CSO: We should check on the Commander. :: looks =around ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: He's stable, but I don’t know how long that will last.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::runs along with the instructor::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@CEO: Well, we have tried to escape and have failed......however I may =be able to break through with a low energy phaser beam.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Yes, Mr. Drathlai, contact the shuttle.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=::enters holodeck 3::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : Excuse me a moment. OPS: Problem, Mister Drathlai? ::concerned =look;:
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=COMM:  AT:  This is the Apache; we are wondering on your current =situation....please respond...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: lets get outta here.
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=%COM: Apache: This is Lieutenant Andzi ... Captain, I =wanted to let you know that the team we have on the surface reports UV =levels have risen an additional 200% in the last day.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: Come on!! You can come with me!
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::begins devising a way of modifying the sensor array::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@All: Let's do it.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@:: begins to try and push the panel aside ::
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=Sonja:  ::thinks a minute:: Okay, I'll do it.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@All: Wait! :: grabs a tricorder and scans the surrounding area ::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: so lets get started
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::relays message to CO's 'desk thingy'::  CO:  Check your 'desk thingy' =the station has sent us info... FCO: If they don't respond we have a =MAJOR problem...
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::smiles::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: I agree that the eye shields they wear when working their crops, =would be ineffective against the elevating UV radiation. But as there =has been no contact with Cyk V as such by the federation, short of disobeying the Prime Directive we =have little options.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=COM: Station: Understood Mr. Andzi.  Our teams are =analyzing that data now.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::sets her phaser rifle on low and takes aim::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::hears the SCI reports from the station:: CO : That's not good. OPS : =Agreed.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@::Moves away from the door::
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=::goes over to lifeguard::  Sir, this young lady would like Surfing =instructions.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: Cyk V is a mountainous planet
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::begins to cut through the roof with the phaser beam::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SO: The report from the science station is that UV levels =have risen 200% in a day.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@SEC: Proceed. :: steps behind the Klingon ::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::picks up her board::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::sends message continuously::  AT:  Come on, come on...answer...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=Computer: Locate Lt. Naegle.
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=@ACTION: The phasers send the roof panel flying across a =small cavern ... it was barely attached.  It lands with a clatter 100 =meters away.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=CO: Captain, I advise evacuating the people to more secure shelter, if =not already done so. Things can only get worse, way worse.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: who cares about the prime directive. We are talking about a whole =planets population
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::cuts the hole big enough so that they all can get through it without =getting burned::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: folds up the tricorder and places it on his belt :: CSO: We should =arm ourselves as well.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@::scans cavern::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  No response from the shuttle... SO:  I suggest we divert study of =the planet and see what happened to the AT...
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
=OPS/SO: I can give you a hand with the senor array. I think OPS should =keep an eye on communications I think.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO/SO/CIV: That would put flash burns a risk, and elevated levels of =skin cancer at the very best case.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@SEC: Ho boy, that was some blast!
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=<lifeguard>  Sonja:  Well, come on then little lady
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::follows him::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::smirks proudly:: CEO: I aim.=...to please sir.....
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=MO : Belay that, Doctor. I care about the Prime Directive.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=FCO/CO: Yes, we must hurry. ::nods at EO::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: stunned by the MO's blasé statement about the Prime =Directive :: MO: The Prime Directive is what the Federation is about.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: Agreed
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=<Computer> Lt. Naegle is in the Counseling office.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@::takes a phaser and exits the shuttle::
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=::watches the two of them::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: smiles :: CSO: Over there :: points :: SEC: Will you be =able to carry the Commander Outside? While I fashion a stretcher?
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::balances on her board::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=CO/FCO: Oh, sirs, the sensors indicate the population is =already underground.
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
=:: turns to his console and adjusts the forward sensor =emitter angles and sets it to the best angle for high performance ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO/EO: Is there a fast way to get the Dilithium out of the =atmosphere safely? or at least neutralize it?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SO/FCO: We cannot risk contacting the people on Cyk V.  SO: = Forward your findings to the science station.  Prepare a team to =transport to the station and assist from there.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=CO/FCO: That should give us some time to devise a solution.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@::Scans the cavern::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: I know but this is a planet we are talking about. I =don't just go around disobeying the PD but the stakes are too high here
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=<Lifeguard> Sonja: You're doing fine.  Let me take you out =into the water a little more.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@CEO: Aye Sir...::picks up the XO and slings him on her =shoulder with a small grunt but not much effort::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=SO:  Shall I scan to see what has come of the AT?
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=@ACTION: As the away team steps into the cavern, they note =an eerie glowing bluish light coming from the walls all around them.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::swims out in the water::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::hears the SO and nods in agreement::
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
=FCO: hmm what we need is a vacuum sweeper of sorts :: tries =to sound serious ::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: gets a phaser out slings it over his shoulder and walks =out to find a long piece of something :: CSO: What do your readings =show? :: pulls at an exterior part of the shuttle ::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Work with the CTO, see if you can pick up anything on =LRS that would indicate what happened to the away team.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@::Grins:: @AT:DILITHUIM!!
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=CO: Aye, captain. COM: SCI_Andzi: Sir, please stand by as we send you =our new data.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::stands thinking and then snaps fingers:: ALL: I've GOT it!
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: I agree the we have a duty to ascertain what is happening =to the people of Cyk V,  and find alternatives that may help them =however any help cannot interfere with their culture.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=<Lifeguard>: Place your feet like I showed you
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CTO:  Sir, I'm scanning for the AT right now... ::scans for =AT::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: he grins and then stops and becomes deathly serious =looking to the SEC :: SEC: Phasers are now on safety from this point on.
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
=:: looks at the FCO :: Sir?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::raises an eyebrow at her husbands enthusiasm:: FCO: What =is it Commander?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : Try this. Dilithium is really just a special class of =the Light Metal Lithium.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: We must have hit one of the veins.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::walks back to the TL::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::does what he says::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::stifles a grin:: CEO: Aye sir.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=TL: Bridge.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: we have to come up with a way of informing them without =interfering then
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=*SO*: Is it possible for you to tell if the radiation levels =are increasing and at what rate?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=FCO: Maybe there's a way to beam the dilithium out of the =atmosphere...the problem is to lock onto it...
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: chuckles and looks to the CSO :: CSO: Must have, but how =would this be useful to us?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : We use it to focus the M/AM Reaction that powers warp =drive, but really, it's just an ionic mineral salt.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::enters the bridge::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=<Lifeguard>: Ok, know here's a little wave. Bend your knees.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::nods at FCO and smiles:: FCO: That's a good idea, sir.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: We can track the vein back to the station.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::sends data to station::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::looks at Tact officer who is giving him a funny look::  =Tact guy:  Sorry, didn't realize he wasn't here ::smiles::  *CTO*:  Sir, =we may have a problem...
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@CSO: The station is destroyed, as is our shuttlecraft.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::rides the wave:: Out Loud: This is fun!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=OPS: yes Ensign.
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=::watches Sonja surf ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : So if we can pepper the atmosphere with electrons, we =can "salt" the dilithium out by making it an inert substance.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::checks sensors:: *CIV*: It is increasing by 20% per hour, =ma'am.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=<Withers> : Take the secondary console.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: I realize that but its better shelter than here., =besides we can maybe salvage some Com equipment
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::waves to Jamison::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CTO:  I can't find the shuttle's signature...
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
=:: blinks and wonders how a career pilot learned all that =science ::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::Listens to the SO and FCO:: OPS: Anything from the away =team?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : What do you think?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::brings up Long-range scans::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Computer: Give me a planet with an underground culture. I =want caves and caverns. Also give me crops on the surface with tunnels =leading to them.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@CSO: Good Point. :: goes back into the shuttle and starts =gathering whatever equipment is intact ::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  No, sir, nothing, I can't even 'see' the shuttle!
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=OPS: ::Grimaces::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
==20MO: The holodeck seems to have recreated the surface of Cyk V exactly to =what it was prior to the shockwave, if we can factor in the elevated UV =radiation levels we can ascertain how much time we have to act.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::tries to increase the range of scanners::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::nods at FCO and thinks:: FCO: That can work...we can modify =the array to produce those electrons into the atmosphere.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::looks at scan::  All: Aha!   I found her ... she is =crashed!
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=*SO* : Thank you for your prompt help
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@SEC: Any change in the XO's condition
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::has a sinking feeling from the information from OPS:: =OPS: Keep trying Mr. Drathlai.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=OPS: Doesn't look good
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=<Lifeguard>: Wait!!!!!! Don't go on the top of the wave!!!!
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO : We have a working theory, Sir.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::falls into the water::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::loses enthusiasm::  CO:  I'm reading the shuttle crashed at =Brekate...no response to our hails...
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Computer: Now give an estimate of elevated UV radiation =levels of 20% an hour.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: shifts in his suit :: Self: I hate these things.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : Let's do it, Ensign. Time is of the essence I suspect.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::lays the XO gently on the ground and uses the med =kit’s tricorder:: CEO: No sir....he is still unconscious......
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=::stands up to see what is going on::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=<Lifeguard>: ::runs out to save her::
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=@ACTION: As Abbot heads back to the away team after =checking on the XO, she trips over a piece of metal embedded in the =floor.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO/SO: Test your theory, forward all information and =results to the science station =20
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=::runs out to the water's edge::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::tries to stay above water::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=FCO: Yes, sir. We can go to Astrometrics to make the =appropriate adjustments.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@SEC: are you ok?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: gets all the equipment outside :: SEC: Are you all right =Chief?
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=::swims out to Sonja::
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
=FCO/SO: I need to send an engineering team down to the =deflector housing to make a couple minor changes but it shouldn't take =them but a moment.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CO: Captain we might need to send another shuttle to get the =away team.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO : Aye, Captain. SO : Let's go, then.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::sees Jamison::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@::walks over to Abbott::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::Hears Drathlai:: OPS: It could be that communications are =down.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::falls with a thud::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::nods and enters TL::=20
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=EO : Understood, Mister Edgemoor. Make it so, I think we are =on to something.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: takes his tricorder out and scans the area :: CSO: Look =at that :: points to the piece of metal ::
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=::catches up to Sonja and grabs her.::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=<Lifeguard>: ::swims out to her::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Yes, sir, I'm sure it is...but I've spotted the shuttle =ran head first into the station...
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::enters the TL with SO::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@::picks up the piece of metal::
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
=FCO: Aye Sir
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::is highly embarrassed and quickly gets to her feet:: =CEO/CSO: I am fine.....::looks to what tripped her::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::rests in Jamison's arms::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=Computer: Astrometrics.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Comp: Speed time up to 3 days later.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::gasps:: Computer: End program
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods to the CTO:: OPS: Are you picking up any other =signatures... or just those from the crash?
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=@ACTION: The Away Team realizes it appears to be a railroad =spur ....
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=OPS: Lets increase the power to our Com signal, maybe they =can't pick up our signal.
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=Sonja: you're sure you had the safety protocols on?  =::watches as the beach disappears::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : Mister Yeung, it is a pleasure working with you. Ah, =here we are. ::exits TL and walks to Astrometrics::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: I thought I did......
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::brushes away some of the dirt from the object and runs her =tricorder::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Ship signatures?  No, no other ships are in the =area...and we're too far away to get life scans...
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: scans the piece of metal :: @CSO/SEC: When was the last =time rail roads were used?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::exits with FCO::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: it’s for mine carts
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: I think I'll go back to my quarters now.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=FCO: Indeed, sir.
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=Sonja:  Oh boy, well, it's okay.  I'll take you
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CTO:  I don't think we can do anything COMM-wise...but I will =try higher power...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@CEO: we can use this to back track to the station.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods:: OPS: Understood.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::enters Astrometrics and immediately goes to the main =controls::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@CSO: Wise man.  All: Let's do it.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: is this close to what it would look like
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::exits the holodeck::
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=::walks out of the holodeck with Sonja::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::follows FCO and heads to another console::
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
==20*ENG*: Alpha Team: get to deflector control I need you to make a couple =of adjustments, and these may seem a little unusual. I will work out the =math and send you the instruction when you get to deflector control.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: From what information I have yes
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::sends message again on full available power::  CTO:  There =we go, sir...give them a couple of minutes and if we get nothing...their =Com is down...
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : Here is the short version of the theory, Ensign. Stop me =if you have any insights. ::manipulates controls::
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=%COM: Apache: Captain, we are monitoring a major earthquake =in the Northern Continent ... it appears to be the result of the =atmospheric changes.
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=::walks Sonja to her quarters::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::nods::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Another message from the station.  ::relays it to her::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CO: Captain should we prepare another shuttle?
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::changes into clothes::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: I would like to check the apparent rate of increase on =radiation, it seems quite extreme. Perhaps our sensors are being =affected by the radiation?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: gets the equipment on his back and begins to walk taking =point with his flashlight ::
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
=:: does computations from his console and checks it over a =couple times ::
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=Sonja:  Are you all right now?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=COM: Station: Understood...  OPS: Relay the message to Mr. =Yeung and Commander Turnbull.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : if we can "seed" the upper atmosphere with electrons, =the Dilithium, like it's 3-dimensional cousin, will be rendered inert =and will drift and fall rather like snow.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Comp: now give me a population of people to CIV's =description.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: Yes
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@::scans the corridor as we go::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: begins to hum "I've been working on the railroad" while =following the underground train tracks ::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Yes sir.. :: relays message to both the FCO and the SO::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::nods in agreement::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::hoists the XO on her shoulders and follows the CSO and =CEO::
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=Sonja:  Okay, is there anything else I can do for you right =now?  You look like you need to rest for a while.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : The dilithium is rendered inert, and no radiation danger =will remain, and the reaction with the Ozone layer will be halted. We may then repair the ozone hole with an infusion of O3.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=comp: population 95 million
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CTO: Prepare a shuttle, you will need a medical team as =well as security.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: No, I’m fine, I think I'll rest for a while
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
==20@ACTION: The railroad tracks lead the away team through caves and =caverns and through areas that have obviously been mined VERY recently. =Equipment and carts are scattered about.  It eventually leads them to a =mining elevator.
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
=<ENG Alpha Team> *EO*: We're at deflector control sir.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=<Withers> :Lets get a shuttle ready for a rescue team.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=Co: Aye Captain.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: I'll replicate some cookies for you and me..
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@::checks to see if power is still running to the elevator::
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=Sonja:  Okay, you know how to use the Com, right, if you need =anything?
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: can you give a description of the people?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::nods:: FCO: That's an excellent idea, sir. Now, all we have =to do is modify the array and hope for the best.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::looks at CTO::  CTO:  Good luck, sir...
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: feels the weight of the equipment on his back as he =reaches the elevator :: CSO: Well?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=Withers: Lets get Alpha team ready to go.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=OPS: Thank you Mr. Drathlai
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@ALL: we can take this right to the top
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Jamison: Yes
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::hears the message from the bridge:: SO: Apparently, we have =to hurry. Nothing like a deadline to spur one on... ::grins wryly::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::nods in agreement::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=*MO*: John. What’s the status of Dr. Karl?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::chuckles:: FCO: I've always worked best under pressure.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CTO:  May I suggest sending one of my OPS personnel...if you =need message boost he can help...
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: sighs :: CSO: Then let's go.  :: steps on and turns =around facing them ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@::pushes the elevator button::
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=%ACTION: Solar flare activity of the Cyk star begins to =enter an active phase.
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=Sonja:  Okay, I'll let you rest.  I'll come back in a couple =of hours, to check on you.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CTO*: could you elaborate?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=OPS: You mean Rak-whatever??
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::begins re-calibrating the array::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::hands her a cookie before she leaves:: Jamison: Okay
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=@ACTION: After pushing the button the elevator door slams =shut with a cage like material and begins to descend.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: Adults are about 5' tall, pale skin, fine pointed nose's, =vivid pale green round eyes with a nictitating membrane for extra =protection in sunlight.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=*MO*: I need a medical team, for a rescue mission.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CTO: I would recommend Rakhmatullin...he is very good at his =job...
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@CSO: What have you done? We're going the wrong way!
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
=*ENG Alpha Team*: I hear you :: sends data to the lead =engineer's PADD at deflector control ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=*MO*: Would you like to come?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: They also wear caftans, mostly in earthy colors.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=OPS: Tell him to meet me in shuttle bay 1.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Contact the Reklar.  They may be able to reach Brekate =before us.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@CSO: Shouldn’t we be going up? Not down?
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=::takes cookie:: Sonja: Thanks,  I'll be back in two hours.  =:: walks out of Sonja's quarters::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CTO*: I'll go.   CIV: I’m sorry but you will have to =carry on alone for a while.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CTO:  Yes sir...  *Rakhmatullin*:  Report to shuttle bay =1...you will be on the AT to save the AT...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=*SEC. ALPHA team* : Meet me in Shuttle bay 1 with all your =equipment.
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=@ACTION: As the elevator descends it passes by a brightly =lit area of metal and glass and computer terminals ... and keeps =descending.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : I'm reading increased Solar Radiation from flares...we =have to get this done in a hurry. *EO*: I need those relays online, =Lieutenant, how are we doing?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: I think the most striking thing is their Red hair with =its tuft of black or white hair on either one or both temples.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::lies down on the bed and reads her book::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@SEC: That’s what I was thinking.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=*MO*: Shuttle bay one if would, please.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: thank you for your help
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::hurries his modifications::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::Exits the bridge::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: sighs :: CSO: I don't think this was in the Reklar =Schematics.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=TL: Shuttle bay 1.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CTO*: I have a hologram of the planets surface. do you want =me to download this onto a shuttle's computer?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@All: It is obvious that this shaft has a mind of it's own
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=FCO: Emitter is now on-line and ready.
=20
=CNS_Jamison says:
=::walks down to the counseling office -- then notices she's =still in her dripping bathing suit as she enters.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@AT: unless the mine is on top of the station?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Yes sir.... COMM:  Reklar:  Reklar, we have a crashed =shuttle on Brekate...is it at all possible if you could go there and =attempt a rescue for us?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=*MO*: John, we're going to get the away team at Brekate.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::munches on a cookie:: Self: Yum. Chocolate Chip.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@CSO: Or under.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CIV: By the looks of them I would say they have 2 hearts
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
=<ENG Alpha Team> *EO*: We have made the needed modifications =to the deflector sir returning to engineering
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=Jamison:  What happened to you?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Rakhmatullin>  *OPS*:  Yes, sir, I am on my way...
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : Great news. *CO*: Sir, the emitters are online, and we =are running out of time...ready to fire at your command.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::exits the TL and enters the Shuttlebay.::
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=@ACTION: The elevator comes to a stop at the bottom of the =shaft with rock walls pressing in on them from all sides.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison>  I've been swimming with Sonja.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@All: well you would think that it would be under. perhaps a =processing station
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=::leaves for shuttle bay 1::
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
=*FCO*: Commander, engineering work done here sir.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::feels suddenly a little claustrophobic::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=Jamison:  Swimming?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@AT: We'll find out soon enough won't we? Door: Open up!
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=MO: You may be right Doctor :: smiles:: I think I will report =our findings to the FCO
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@All: Well this is great ::Scans for a false door::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: bangs at the door ::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison> CNS: Yeah, on the holodeck.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=<SEC Glock> : Sir the equipment is loaded onto the shuttle.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=*EO*: Excellent, Mister Edgemoor, fine work as always. Please =return to the bridge.
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=@ACTION: The grate swings open ... bangs against a rock =wall ... and stops.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::returns to her station and sits down to study the =information from the Brekate shuttle:: FCO: Understood, work with the Science station, =begin the procedure as quickly as it is feasible.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=Jamison:  Okay.  What happened?
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=::nods as he runs down the corridor::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@CSO: Is there anything below us?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::Enters the Shuttlecraft and starts preflight::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::scans the elevator shaft::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=SO : That sounded like a "Fire when ready" to me. You want =the honors?
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison>  CNS:  She wanted to take surfing lessons.
=20
=EO_Edgemoor says:
=:: notes he is standing on the bridge but decides to answer =anyway :: *FCO*: Aye Sir.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::stomps her foot on the floor and lets out a sigh:: All: It =appears we are at the bottom
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=aloud: Lets get a move on peoples.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=*FCO*: I believe we have gathered quite a bit of information =on the people of Cyk V. I am concerned about the increased UV radiation =levels.
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=@ACTION: The Away Team steps out of the elevator cage and =walks about the small 20 x 20 area of the cavern. Storal's scans reveal =only 3 walls however .... not 4.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=:: enters shuttle bay and gets on shuttle craft::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=MO: Thank you MR. Powers.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: rests his equipment on the floor and lets out a sigh ::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::looks up from the console:: OPS:  Our fastest shuttle =capable of carrying the medical team and returning with them and the away team would take 4 days.  =If the Team is alive, they do not have that long in environmental suits.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::puts her combadge on her night table and falls asleep::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::grins:: FCO: With pleasure, sir. Commencing electron =emission. ::initiates sequence::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@ALL: I KNEW IT, you sneaky spoon heads. there’s a =false wall over there.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=<Rakhmatullin> ::runs to the shuttle ::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@:: takes out his phaser rifle :: CSO: Where?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=*CIV*: I share your concern, Ambassador. However, I think we =have a solution for that. Please join us in Astrometrics if you can.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=:: helps CTO::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::feels around the walls looking for loose rocks::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=*OPS*: Do I have Clearance??
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Yes, sir, that's what I was thinking...we could get =there much faster ourselves...
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::hits release keys for emitter relays:: SO : Fire at will, =Mister Yeung.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@::goes to the false wall ::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=*FCO*: On my way Sir. That sounds like good news.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=Jamison:  Surfing lessons?  Were the safety protocols in =place?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*CTO* There is no way that a shuttle would reach the away =team in time.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=<Rakhmatullin> ::enters the shuttle::
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=@ACTION: Storal confidently walks towards the false wall =and walks into the wall full on.   Apparently he had his tricorder =upside down.
=20
=Host SCI_Andzi says:
=<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week 6 >>>>>>>>>>

